Fall 2022 Enrollment Guide for OIM Courses

Courses open to OIM majors only:
310 Manufacturing and Service Operations Methods
320 Quality Management
410 Business Process Optimization
411 Supply Chain Analytics
412 Supply Chain Management
413 Logistics and Transportation
420 High Performance Organizations

Courses open to OIM and Isenberg non-OIM majors with split seating:
297P* Business Applications of Python
297S* Power Spreadsheets for Business Analysts
321 Business Process Simulation
325 Service Industry Operations
350* Business Intelligence and Analytics
451 Information & Project Management
452 Business Processes & Enterprise Systems
454 Data Mining in Business
*30 seats reserved for OIM majors, otherwise seat allotment is 20

IMPORTANT! Since Spire will hold the seats as requested, once the OIM seats are full, OIM majors can be overridden into one of the courses noted above as long as they meet the enrollment eligibility. If a declared OIM major meets the enrollment eligibility, and the course is open, and they are unable to self-enroll, please contact Jessica Lee at jlee@isenberg.umass.edu.

Spire Waitlist Enrollment Process for OIM Courses (and all BBA Core Courses including OIM 210, OIM 240, and OIM 301)

1. Students should self-enroll if course is open and prerequisites are met
2. Students should add themselves to the Spire waitlist if course is full but wait list is open
   a. If a seat becomes available, students on the Spire waitlist will not be automatically enrolled if…
      ● The waitlisted course conflicts with a course in their schedule,
      ● The waitlisted course will put them beyond the allowable 19 credits (unless they have been approved for a credit overload - advisors review credit overload requests for Fall in the beginning of August)
3. If the course is full and the waitlist is full; students should monitor the course via Spire for seat availability